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1. **The Syndrome of Fatality**

- Fatal birth and name: MILITARY
- Fatal risk:
  - INVISIBLE
  - CATASTROPHIC POTENTIAL
  - UNVOLUNTARINESS
  - FUTURE GENERATIONS
  - HUMAN-MADE
  - UNFAMILIAR
  - REPLICABLE BENEFITS
The Syndrome
David vs. Goliath

Black vs. Green
Industrial vs. Natural
Controversial vs. Consensual
Agressive vs. Peaceful
3 The Syndrome of Framing
4 Some Ideas

a. In the long-term, rationality can compete. Not in the short term.

b. Bring together rational arguments, but do not underestimate risks.

c. Get kids to know you: bring them to facilities, write in textbooks.

d. Do not confront with other energies: you are part of a mix.

e. Do not talk about you only in crisis.
f. Bring environmentalists and progressives publicly to your side.

g. Why always on the defensive? Consider advertising.

h. Soften and re-fashion your materials:
   - More people, visible outputs, soft colors and lines.
   - New words, stories.
   - Friendly spokespersons not only saying sorry!

i. Take your time. This goes slowly.
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